Abstract-A deterministic attitude estimation problem for a rigid body in an attitude dependent potential field with bounded measurement errors is studied. An attitude estimation scheme that does not use generalized coordinate representations of the attitude is presented here. Assuming that the initial attitude, angular velocity and measurement noise lie within given ellipsoidal bounds, an uncertainty ellipsoid that bounds the attitude and the angular velocity of the rigid body is obtained. The center of the uncertainty ellipsoid provides point estimates, and its size gives the accuracy of the estimates. The point estimates and the uncertainty ellipsoids are propagated using a Lie group variational integrator and its linearization, respectively. The estimation scheme is optimal in the sense that the attitude estimation error and the size of the uncertainty ellipsoid is minimized at each measurement instant, and it is global since the attitude is represented by a rotation matrix.
tThis research has been supported in part by NSF under grant ECS-0244977. mathematically tractable. In many practical situations such idealized assumptions are not appropriate, and this may cause poor estimation performance [6] .
An alternative deterministic approach is to specify bounds on the uncertainty and the measurement noise without an assumption on their distribution. Noise bounds are available in many cases, and deterministic estimation is robust to the noise distribution. An efficient but flexible way to describe the bounds is using ellipsoidal sets, referred to as uncertainty ellipsoids. The idea of the deterministic estimation process is based on set theory results developed in [7] ; optimal deterministic estimation problems are studied in [8] and [9] using uncertainty ellipsoids.
In this paper, we study attitude estimation problems for the uncontrolled dynamics of a rigid body in an attitudedependent potential field using uncertainty ellipsoids. The estimation scheme we present has the following important features: (1) the attitude is globally represented by a rotation matrix without using coordinates, (2) the deterministic estimator is distinguished from a Kalman or extended Kalman filter, (3) the measurement errors are assumed to be bounded but there is no restriction on their distribution, and (4) the estimates are optimal in the sense that the size of uncertainty is minimized at each estimation step. This paper is organized as follows. The attitude determination problem from vector observations is introduced in Section II. The attitude estimation problem is formulated in Section III, and the attitude estimation scheme with angular velocity measurements is developed in Section IV. Numerical examples are presented in Section V.
II. ATTITUDE DETERMINATION FROM VECTOR OBSERVATIONS
Attitude of a rigid body is defined as the orientation of a body fixed frame with respect to a reference frame. It is represented by a rotation matrix that is a 3 x 3 orthogonal matrix with determinant 1. Rotation matrices have a group structure denoted by SO(3). The group action of SO(3) on I3 transforms a vector represented in the body frame into the reference frame. In the attitude estimation problem, we measure directions in the body frame to fixed points with known directions in the reference frame. The directions in the body frame are transformed into the known reference directions by pre-multiplying by the rotation matrix defining the attitude of the rigid body. The rotation matrix can be estimated by minimizing an error between the transformed measured directions and the known reference directions.
We denote the ith known direction vector in the reference frame as ei C S2, and the corresponding vector represented 1-4244-0171-2/06/$20.00 ©2006 IEEE.
ThBO5.6 45th IEEE CDC, San Diego, USA, Dec. [13] [14] [15] 2006 in the body frame as b' C $2. These direction vectors are normalized to have unit lengths. The ei and bt vectors are related by a rotation matrix R C SO(3) that defines the attitude of the rigid body; et = Rbt, for all i C {1, 2, ,m}, where m is the number of measurements. We assume that bt is measured by sensors in the body frame. Let the measured direction vector be bt C $2, which contains sensor errors, and denote the estimated rotation matrix by R C SO(3). The estimation error is given by et -Rbt. The attitude determination problem consists of finding R C SO(3) such that the weighted 2 norm of those errors is minimized. This problem is known as Wahba's problem [1] . The original solution of Wahba's problem is given in [10] , and a solution expressed in terms of quaternions (QUEST) is presented in [11] . We use the solution expressed in terms of a rotation matrix without using generalized coordinates [12] . A necessary and sufficient condition for optimality of (1) 
B. Equations of motion
We consider estimation of the attitude dynamics of a rigid body in the presence of an attitude dependent potential, U(-): SO(3) --I R, R C SO(3). Systems that can be so modeled include a free rigid body, spacecraft on a circular orbit with gravity gradient effects [13] , or a 3D pendulum [14] . The continuous equations of motion are (2) where L = EWBT C 23X3 is non-singular. The unique solution of (2) is obtained by QR factorization of L = QqQ,
where Qq C SO(3), Qr C 23X3 is an upper triangular matrix, and the symmetric positive definite (principal) square root is used. Equation (3) is the unique solution of Wahba's problem [12] .
III. ATTITUDE ESTIMATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. State bounding estimation We use deterministic state bounding estimation using ellipsoidal sets, referred to as uncertainty ellipsoids, to describe state uncertainty and measurement noise. This deterministic estimation procedure has steps similar to those in the Kalman filter, and is illustrated in Fig. 1 
where J C 23X3 is the moment of inertia matrix of the rigid body, Q C R3 is the angular velocity of the body expressed in the body fixed frame, and S(.): R3 H-4 o(3) is a skew mapping defined by S(x)y = x x y for all x, y C R3.
The vector M C R3 is the moment due to the potential, determined by S(M) = 09 R RT a9, or more explicitly,
where ri,,Vr l C 21X3 are the ith row vectors of R and AU respectively.
General numerical integration methods like the popular Runge-Kutta schemes, typically preserve neither first integrals nor the characteristics of the configuration space, SO(3). In particular, the orthogonal structure of the rotation matrices is not preserved numerically. It is often proposed to parameterize (5) by Euler angles or quaternions instead of integrating (5) ThB05.6 45th IEEE CDC, San Diego, USA, Dec. [13] [14] [15] 2006 Lie group variational integrators preserve the group structure without the use of local charts, reprojection, or constraints, they are symplectic and momentum preserving, and they exhibit good energy behavior for an exponentially long time period. The following Lie group variational integrator for the attitude dynamics of a rigid body is presented in [14] :
We define the measurement error models for the direction vector and for the angular velocity. The measurement error is modeled by rotation of the measured direction; bi eS(Vl)bi bt + S(vt)bt,
Rk+1 = RkFk, (8) JQk+1 = FkTJQk + 2FTMk + 2Mk+1, (9) where Jd C R X3 is a nonstandard moment of inertia matrix defined by Jd = 2tr[J] 133 -J, and Fk C SO(3) is the relative attitude over an integration step. The constant h C R is the integration step size, and the subscript k denotes the kth integration step. This integrator yields a map (Rk, Qk) 1-(Rk+1, Qk+1) by solving (7) to obtain Fk C SO(3) and substituting it into (8) and (9) to obtain Rk+1 and Qk+1.
It preserves the orthogonal structure of SO (3) because the rotation matrix is updated by a product of two rotation matrices in (8) . Since this integrator is obtained from a discrete variational principle, it is symplectic, momentum preserving, and has good energy behavior, properties that are characteristic of variational integrators.
C. Uncertainty Ellipsoid
An uncertainty ellipsoid in 1R is defined as £ER (P) {xc (x x)TP _(x x) <1}, (10) where x C IR, and P C I nIn is a symmetric positive definite matrix. We call x the center of the uncertainty ellipsoid, and P is the uncertainty matrix that determines the size and the shape of the uncertainty ellipsoid. ,E(R,Q,P) {R C SO(3), Q C Ri 6 C R6S(06,P) (11) where S(() logm (RTR) e so(3), dQ Q 3,
and P e R26X6 is a symmetric positive definite matrix. An element (R, Q) C S(R, Q, P) can be written as R =Res((), Q =+ , for some x = ; 6Q] e R6 satisfying XTp-1X < 1.
where vi C R3 is the sensor error, which represents the Euler axis of rotation vector from bt to bi, and ||i|| is the corresponding rotation angle in radians. The approximation is obtained by assuming that the measurement error is small. The angular velocity measurement errors are modeled as Qk = Qk +Vk,
where Qk C R3 is the measured angular velocity, and vk C IR3 is an additive error.
We assume that the initial conditions and the sensor noise are bounded by prescribed uncertainty ellipsoids.
(Ro,Qo) E S(Ro,Qo, Po), ' Flow update predicts the center and the uncertainty matrix that define the uncertainty ellipsoid at the (k + I)th step using the given uncertainty ellipsoid at the kth step. Since the attitude dynamics is nonlinear, the admissible boundary of the state at the (k + l)th step is not an ellipsoid in general.
ThB05.6 45th IEEE CDC, San Diego, USA, Dec. [13] [14] [15] 2006 We assume that the uncertainty ellipsoid at the kth step is sufficiently small that states in the uncertainty ellipsoid can be approximated using the linearized equations of motion.
Center: For the given center (Rk, Qk), the center of the uncertainty ellipsoid at step (k +1) is (Rf+f, Qf+1) obtained using the discrete equations of motion, (7), (8) , and (9):
hS(JQk + 2Vk) FkJd JdFk, 29) where A"j' C IR"3 is defined appropriately.
The perturbation of the angular velocity 6Q7I+1 is equal to the angular velocity measurement error vk+l, Hi A"jvi1 C ,£ (OH60 HiA'ns(S4'A)T HT) H2Vk+± E SR6 (O, H2Tk+lH) .
Thus, the uncertainty ellipsoid for xn is obtained as the vector sum of the above uncertainty ellipsoids. The measurement update obtains a minimal ellipsoid that contains the vector sum of these uncertainty ellipsoids. Using expressions for such a minimal ellipsoid given in [8] Pm 17Q = H2Tk+±H
In summary, the measured uncertainty ellipsoid at the (k + I)th step is defined by (23) We seek a minimal ellipsoid that contains the intersection: 1 The constant q is chosen to minimize tr [P] . We convert x to points in TSO(3) using the common center (Rm, Qm).
In summary, the uncertainty ellipsoid at (k + I)th step is (Rk+l, Qk+l) E S(Rk+±l, k±+l Pk+l),
where Rk+l = R7mleS()P k+±l 45th IEEE CDC, San Diego, USA, Dec. [13] [14] [15] 2006 V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION Numerical simulation results are presented for estimation of the attitude dynamics of an uncontrolled rigid spacecraft in a circular orbit about a large central body, including gravity gradient effects. The on orbit spacecraft model is given in [13] .
The mass, length and time dimensions are normalized by the spacecraft mass, the maximum length of the spacecraft, and the orbital angular velocity, respectively. The inertia of the spacecraft is chosen as J = diag [ so that xTPo lXo = 0.7553 < 1.
We assume that the measurements are available ten times per quarter orbit. The measurement noise is assumed to be normally distributed with uncertainty matrices given by Sk (7 10)3x3rad2, = (7 0)2I3X3rad2/s2
We consider two cases. Fig. 2 shows simulation results when both the attitude and the angular velocity are measured. Fig.  3 shows simulation results when angular velocity measurements are not available. In each figure, the left plot shows the attitude and angular velocity estimation errors, and the right plot shows the size of the uncertainty ellipsoid. The estimation errors and the size of uncertainty decrease rapidly after the first measurement. When the angular velocity measurements are not available, the estimation error for the angular velocity converges relatively slowly as seen in Fig.  3 .(a). For both cases, the terminal attitude error, and the terminal angular velocity error are less than 0.88deg, and 0.04 rad/s, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION A deterministic estimator for the attitude dynamics of a rigid body in a potential field with bounded measurement errors is presented. An uncertainty ellipsoid is obtained at each estimation step, and the dynamics is propagated using Lie group variational integrators. The center of the uncertainty ellipsoid is the point estimate, and its size determines the accuracy of the estimate. The estimation scheme is optimal in the sense that the size of the uncertainty is minimized at each estimation step. It is also global and robust to the distribution of measurement noise. This estimator can be extended to include the effects of process noise and to the case when only attitude measurements are available. These extensions 
